
Short Stories: 
Why, How, and Then What

By Terra Luft



Why?



“If  you don’t write short stories, you have no 
business writing novels.”

~ Jack Ketchum, 
Horror Grand Master Award winner



Economy of  Time

Novel =
Years

Short Story =
Weeks

50,000 to 125,000 words ~ 7,000 words or less



Hone Skills on a Small Scale

• Write through the dreaded middle and stick an ending?
• Write dialogue?
• Write first person present tense?
• Revise a first draft?
• Write in deep POV?
• Show vs. Tell?

How do I….

…WRITE SHORT STORIES!



Publishing Credentials

A topic of  its own… but you want this!



How?



Make Your Writing DO More



Layers of  a Story

• POV, Tone, Characterization

• Setting / Description / Narrative

• Action

• Spoken Dialogue

• Internal Dialogue

• Emotional/Visceral Reaction



Example:

The pendant hung from Susan’s neck where it always did. She loved the intricate 
scrollwork that surrounded the pearl in a starburst pattern. She walked down the 
street, worrying about the events of  the morning.

[Three sentences, 34 words]

Instead:

Susan eyed the storm clouds, thumbnail caught in the scrollwork of  her mother’s 
starburst pendant like it always did when she worried.

[One sentence, 23 words]



Example:

“Rick walked slowly across midfield as long shadows fell, hands crammed in jeans 
pockets, the aimless stroll of  a man in another world. Occasionally, he stopped and 
pressed hard with a loafer to check the turf. He had not stepped onto a field, or a 
pitch or whatever the hell it was, since that last day in Cleveland.” 

~John Grisham, Playing for Pizza

Three sentences
• Late afternoon/early evening (shadows)
• Characterizations about Rick
• Internal dialogue about the field 
• Clues that there’s a story behind why he hasn’t been on a field (Hook)



How are they different?

• Limited number of  characters
• Limited problems (a single problem to solve)
• Limited scenes
• Twist at the end / usually no wrap-up
• Goal = make your reader feel something



Mechanics

• Start in the middle

• Sprinkle backstory in like seasoning (just a dash)

• Hook the reader immediately

• Maintain conflict or tension throughout



Example:

• Story about kids who have dreams about each other.
• They learn the dreams are caused by a special power they both have that connects them. 
• They’re kidnapped by the antagonist who is intent on exploiting them and others of  their kind.
• There is a good guy leader who protects people like them from the antagonist.
• They escape.
• Seek to find a way to combat the antagonist and elude capture. 
• Find out they are the most powerful of  their kind ever.
• They fall in love, becoming the leaders/rulers of  their kind in an idyllic society.

TOO MUCH FOR A SHORT STORY….
• Start at kidnapping, sprinkle in the facts about the backstory while they work together to escape. Skip 

the larger story about the other group like them and how their lives end up. Ending is their discovery 
of  the bigger world and their place in it. 

• Or, just tell the story of  dreaming of  each other and finding out why



Then What?



Short Stories to Novels

• Bigger problems to solve
• Complex plots with multiple sub-plots (Action, 

Character, Romance, Betrayal)
• More characters (with greater arcs)
• More scenes – try/fail cycles, rich settings
• Still the same tight writing!



How Long Is the Story?

Words
MS Pages

(250)
Events

(2,500-3,000)

25,000 100 8-10
50,000 200 16-20
75,000 300 25-30
100,000 400 33-40
400,000 1,600 133-160
10,000 40 3-4



Summary

• Write short stories to learn craft skills and hone ability

• Perfect the art of  having your writing do more than one thing

• Then translate those skills to longer projects

• Short stories are great publishing credentials when it comes time to query 
agents and editors or when selling your books to readers
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